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Abstract
The author presents an analysis of the tendencies of forming social
classes as subjects, which realize their interests and can defend them
in Ukraine during the period of independence. The theories of social
classes (K. Marx, P. Bourdieu), social conflicts (R. Dahrendorf) and social movements (O. Rammstedt) have been employed for conceptualization of formation mechanism of classes as social actors. Statistical
data, in-depth interviews, data of the national and international comparative projects were used to analyze the dynamics of strike movement in Ukraine and the factors affecting it, to study the subjects of the
labor movement, the extent of participation of representatives of social
classes in trade unions and political parties. It is concluded that the
working class, which was the first to obtain the experience of mobilization in settling labor conflicts, was not the leader of protest movement in
the period of the last twenty years. At the same time, the middle class
and petty bourgeoisie gained experience in defense of their interests. A
comparative analysis demonstrates that the labor movement in
Ukraine and Western countries had similar tendencies: it was characterized by unevenness (booms and recessions, up to its complete extinction in 2000s), motivation by mainly economic slogans, and the transfer
from the form of direct mobilization of collective actions to the institutionalized ones (unionized and individualized defense of interests).

During 20 years of Ukraine’s independence and the renaissance of
capitalist relations, the following parallel class-forming processes took
1
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place: new class positions were formed, with a certain set of similar
socio-economic characteristics inherent to each of them; new class
identities and class beliefs appeared; class interests were formed and
comprehended; skills of group self-organization and defense of its own
interests were acquired. Owing to investigations of Ukrainian and
foreign sociologists we have rather reliable, empirically substantiated
knowledge of various aspects of social classes in present-day Ukraine.
Firstly, the structure of class positions both in the dynamics of the
last 20 years and in the perspective of comparison with post-socialist
and developed capitalist countries have been studied sufficiently well
[Klassovoe obschestvo (Class Society), 2003; Lane, 2004; Simonchuk,
2007, 2011]. Decrease in a share of employees together with simultaneous emergence and growth of a share of employers and self-employed
was among the most evident facts; new class differentiation among employees, determined by the change of the effect of different factors — profession, qualification level, authority, type of economic activity, employment in private or public sector of economy. Data have been accumulated concerning the processes that took place within certain classes:
the working and middle class [Simonchuk, 2003, 2006, 2007], peasantry [Van Atta, 2011], political elite [Zotkin, 2010]. It was stated that the
notions about classes both in public opinion and in scientific discourse
have been subjected to considerable modification. Pluralization of theoretical-methodological approaches to the definition of social class has
become universally recognized.
Secondly, a lot of data has been gathered about link of a social class
with political and economic attitudes, value orientations, life chances
[Kutsenko, 2006; Makeev, 2007]. Researchers are inclined to the conclusion that the class impact on these spheres is rather insignificant. At the
same time, in my opinion, potentialities and limits of class analysis are
not precisely defined; thus, we have to analyze in detail to what extent
the social class is a predictor of the economic, culture, political and
other inequalities in Ukrainian society.
Thirdly, an attempt of tomography of the class consciousness has
been made [Simonchuk, 2011]. It is found out that its first level — the
level of class identification — is sufficiently formed, since about two
thirds of representatives of the working and middle classes identify
themselves with the corresponding class positions. An analysis of indicators of the second level of class consciousness — the realization of opposition of class interests (operationalized in a form of attitudes in respect of social inequality) by people — has revealed the problems of adeUkrainian Sociological Review, 2010–2011
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quate realization of the specificity of the class interests by representatives of different classes (accessible to empirical research). In effect, the
issue is not with the working class — the attitudes of its representatives
are rather expectable and explicable, i.e., the extremely high level of
comprehension of income inequality, unfairness in payment of wages,
and the necessity of income redistribution, as well as realization of different types of class conflict. More likely, representatives of petty bourgeoisie and upper middle class do not realize their own specific interests,
but readily share the critical attitudes of the working class though. The
situation of class opposition could be revealed by the analysis of attitudes of dominant classes (business and political elites), but the problems of accessibility of their representatives are evident.
What still remains beyond the broad and detailed empirical analysis
of the Ukrainian sociologists in the above stages of class formation is the
question of class action — to what extent the classes in Ukraine have become social subjects; how they defended their interests; and what is the
current state of affairs. And that is what constitutes the research question of this paper.

The Mechanism of Class Formation:
Theoretical Implications
Different theoretical approaches are useful in explaining the formation mechanism of classes as social actors. Among class theories, the
ideas of Marxism are considered to be fundamental principles in this issue. As we know, the class category for Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels,
as well as for their followers, has two basic meanings: firstly, this is a
means of description of economic positions of different social groups;
secondly, classes are considered as real communities and real social
forces capable to change the society [Marx, 1955]. The most important
characteristic of class — the ability of its representatives to realize their
specific class interests and to defend them — appears at the highest
stage of class formation described by Marx. The mechanism of gaining
the status of “class-for-itself” by “class-in-itself” is seen in the implementation of two main moments. Firstly, it is seen in elaboration of its
own ideology by its representatives — the whole complex of values, attitudes and hopes, which meet their interests and living conditions and
explain both the available social system and the system recognized as
optimal (these ideas in practice being either close to objective interests
or wrong). Secondly, it is seen in forming the political party or other cen22
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tralized and disciplined organization, which promotes class ideology
and realizes interests of the group. Thus, a potential class (“class-in-itself”), which has realized the community of interests (based on its class
position and being in contradiction with interests of other classes) and
has taken shape as an organization, turns into a real class (“class-for-itself”) being a subject of social process.
Similar comprehension of the mechanism of class formation belongs
to Pierre Bourdieu [Bourdieu, 1933]. Following Marx and Engels, he
starts the distinction of classes from defining the groups, which have similar positions in their social environment. Bourdieu calls such groups, being, first of all, a fruit of the intellectual work of the researcher, “classes on
paper” (or gives a number of synonyms, such as “theoretical”, “potential”,
“constructed” class). Thus, the first condition of class existence is the community of social position of the class members which, being placed in similar conditions and subjected to similar circumstances, have all chances
to possess similar dispositions and interests, and, as a consequence, to
elaborate similar practices and occupy similar positions. The second condition of the class, according to Bourdieu, is that a given group possesses
a common habitus (the matrix of comprehensions and classifying practices), which is the most important mediating element in forming any collective identification. Habitus (“the incorporated class”) exerts influence
on political opinions and behavior of given classes, on life styles and ways
of consumption formed in the framework of these classes. The third condition, subject to which the class becomes a real acting force (“mobilized”,
“real” class, being ready to fight), is satisfied when the class members realize their community as a group that has its own interests (distinct from
that of the others) and is ready to defend them. Then the class has to form
a group of its representatives (a party or similar organization) whose exclusive aim is the defense of class interests. It is the political organization,
which makes a class “visible”, discernible and distinguishable subject of
political struggle, since it speaks and acts on the part of the class. The
party has to formulate the class ideology — that is to present such a vision
of the social world, in which its place in the social structure would be secured and the significance of its interests emphasized. The class struggle
is considered by Bourdieu not only as a struggle of two classes in the process of distribution of surplus value (as in Marx’s model), but as different
forms of conflicts in all social fields — economic, political and cultural
spheres (education system, leisure practices, clothes, food) where the
dominant classes exercise different types of symbolic power, while striving
for legitimacy.
Ukrainian Sociological Review, 2010–2011
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Besides class theories, the theories of social conflicts also serve as
conceptual principles for the analysis of the formation mechanism of
mobilized classes. In particular, Ralf Dahrendorf sees the mechanism of
formation of the conflict groups (social classes in our case) as the way
from the steady state of social structure to developing social conflicts,
which analytically consists of three stages [Dahrendorf, 1994]. At the
first stage they distinguish “the two sides of conflict”, “two aggregates of
social positions”, which are still the “quasi-groups”, the “supposed”
communities, within which the certain latent interests are ascribed to
the corresponding social positions; such interests are not necessarily
deliberate and recognized by representatives of these positions. The second stage of conflict development consists in crystallization — that is in
realizing latent interests by each parts of conflict and forming the
quasi-groups into actual groups. In case of class conflict, organization of
a political party or trade union takes place. Conflicts always tend to crystallization, but for they could manifest themselves, certain “organizing
conditions” — technical (personal, ideological, material), social (systematic recruitment, communication) and political (freedom of coalitions)
should be available. If all or some of these conditions are absent, the conflicts remain latent but do not cease themselves. The third stage consists
in developing the formed conflict, in real collision between the parties,
which are characterized by the evident identity, e.g., between political organizations of employees and businessmen.
Theories of social movements [Smelser, 1963; Tilly, 1978; Rammstedt, 1979; Tarrow, 1994; Social Movements, 2002; Olson, 2004; Fantasia, 2008] also make their contribution to the explanation of class action
and formation of class as an actor. For instance, the theory of Othein
Rammstedt describes an ideal-typical model of development of social
movement (in particular, labor movement), which presents useful ideas
and methods for studying the mechanism of class-for-itself formation,
and reasons for mobilization and demobilization of collective action
[Rammstedt, 1979; Ionin, 1997]. This mechanism may be represented
as a sequence of the following phases: 1) crisis of the available system of
institutional practices and emergence of separate innovative practices
of illegitimate character; 2) formation of consensus among people
touched by crisis and interested in changing social system, polarization
of “social activists” and authorities, formation of collective identity of
movement participants; 3) articulation of a problem and elaboration of
protest argumentation, which denies the existing system; 4) formation
of a movement, its location in geographical and social space; 5) articula24
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tion of an ideology, formulation of the action program, disregard of old institutional norms and following the new ones; 6) expansion of the movement and localization of an antagonist; active propaganda of ideas, increase in the number of their supporters; 7) emergence of an organization; 8) institutionalization or revolution as a result of the movement and
achievement of posed aims, transformation of the social system.
Some researchers see certain difficulties in the analysis of labor
movement as the social one; the difficulties are connected with mainly
institutionalized character of its proceeding in modern society [Fantasia, 2001, 2008; Nieuwbeerta, 2001]. It is known that the role of organizations composing labor movement (trade unions and political parties)
is not confined to mobilization of employees for taking part in the collective protest action. The trade unions’ functions consist mainly in concluding collective agreements and carrying on negotiations with employers, i.e., in institutionalized participation in regulating economic activity and stabilizing relations of production; that results at least in bureaucratic regulation of the collective action and in weakening of class
opposition. Thus, a considerable part of the present-day labor movement is realized in institutionalized forms.
The present-day theorists of social movements also focus their attention on methodological approach, which has been underestimated previously; according to this approach one cannot comprehend completely
the logic of mobilization of the social movement without its simultaneous consideration relative to anti-mobilizational forces [Meyer, 1996;
Fantasia, 2008]. In such a situation, to understand the dynamics of the
labor/trade union movement, it is necessary to analyze it not separately
but in comparison with the activity of employers’ organizations as
“counter-movements” [Griffin, 1986]. The employers’ organizations are
interested in decreasing or even neutralizing the employees’ capacity to
mobilization; in counteraction to activity of both local trade unions and
working movement as a whole, theoretically striving for creation of a “union-free environment”. The counter-movements of employers are sometimes apparent and direct (when repressions — suppression of strikes,
murders, intimidations and bribing trade union leaders and activists
are applied to labor movements); in other cases, they are implicit and
disguised (when employers carry out their interests through state structures, striving for the lawful weakening of trade unions’ influence and for
limiting their action tools) [Krupat, 1997]. Since the end of the 20th century trade unions in most Western countries have been working within
Ukrainian Sociological Review, 2010–2011
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strict bureaucratic limitations; nevertheless, mobilization of the direct
collective action is still an important tool of trade unions’ activity.
In contrast to this approach Michael Burawoy thinks that, when
studying class as an actor, too much attention is paid to the kingdom of
superstructures — education, political parties, ideology and state,
though they exist no more as a countermeasure to political challenges
[Burawoy, 2009, p. 29]. In his opinion, the kingdom of production (the major “melting crucible of class formation”) has its own superstructures, or
political and ideological apparatuses of production, which he calls “production regime”. This idea gives Burawoy a conceptual framework for
studying competing contentions and identities, which arise around the
work. Different production regimes (despotic and hegemonic, as well as
their variations — bureaucratic, colonial and hegemonic despotism) have
different consequences for the class struggle. If the despotic regime urged
on class mobilization, the hegemonic one was generated by increase of the
state interference in regulation of labor relations and welfare ensuring
rested on the agreement and coordination of employees’ interests with
management. But in the last decades the so-called hegemonic despotism
has been formed: workers are still defended from arbitrary discharge, but
they lose their work because of frequent stops of production; they may go
on strike, but their staff constantly varies.
So, the mechanism of forming classes as social actors is mainly similar in the opinions of the aforesaid theorists. It assumes a number of
successive stages: occurrence of a set of class positions characterized by
similarity of latent interests; comprehension of their own interests by
class representatives, elaboration of a special ideology and formation of
group identity; creation of political organization and defense of its own
interests in direct mobilizational or institutionalized practices.
Another problem which requires theoretical implication — is a problem of subjects of the present-day class conflict. When they say about the
class conflict and class struggle in the modern capitalist society, one of
the conflict parts is obvious for everybody: these are political elites, high
state authorities, big businessmen and managers — the groups having
considerable economic and political resources at their disposal and laying down the rules for the society, since they have various levers to make
their ideology the state ideology; they perform various disciplinary practices through mass media, education system, army, police, prisons in
their own interests. The other part of the class conflict at the end of the
19th century and during all the 20th century all of them (theorists, politicians, the average people) saw, first of all, in the working class — the most
26
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numerous socio-professional group of employed population, which was
organized then by the factory principle, dwelt compactly and had similar
life chances and similar amount of economic and material resources.
Social utopia, a dream of a just society of general equality and fraternity
was attributed to this class. Progressive ideology, group solidarity, efficient political organization and ability for active defense of its own rights
were ascribed to this class.
It was considered that the class struggle was caused and directed then
by the so-called “working-class problem” (or “social problem”), the most
important elements of which were: the problem of material well-being,
economic position of workers, and problem of correlation between workers’ material well-being and that of other population strata [Voyeykov,
2004: p. 29]. The state of the labor movement served as an indication of
the “working-class problem” in the society (the emergence of this problem
was connected with beginning industrialization in Western Europe in the
middle of the 19th century). The working-class problem exists if the labor
movement proceeds actively; it is absent or becomes extinct if the movement is absent or inert. In the early 20th century the economic aspects of
this problem were critical (most workers were poor), that is why the labor
movement was intensive. The revolution in the Russian Empire proceeded
under the slogan of solving the working-class problem.
By the end of the 20th century sociologists (even those oriented to
Marxism) had agreed that the working class does not exist as a social actor both in Western and post-Soviet countries. Various arguments are
adduced in discussions concerning the fate of working class today.
These are: a considerable decrease in the number of industrial workers;
removal of the “working-class” problem from the agenda, since the housing conditions, material and cultural resources of different social groups
have become comparable and the difference in living standards has lost
its acuteness (however, to a certain extent). But the major argument in
refusing to treat workers as a class is, in the opinion of sociologists, the
lack of special ideology, influential and efficient political organization,
and concrete collective forms of defense of the workers’ interests (that is
evident from a decrease in the membership of trade unions and parties,
lowering the degree of confidence to them, slump in the strike movement
in general, lack of solidarity in various professional groups of workers);
that is the lack of ambitions for being a subject of social process. Instead, the contrary tendency has been observed in recent decades: the
ever-increasing individualization (e.g., the settling of labor disputes with
Ukrainian Sociological Review, 2010–2011
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employers through courts, creation of strictly corporate trade unions,
signing individual contracts).
If it is not the working class, then what is seen (at least potentially) as
the other part of today’s class conflict and the subject of social changes in
the early 21st century? Most Western sociologists assign this part to new
middle classes (highly qualified experts, managers and administrators) —
the politically influential groups, which possess considerable power and
profession-qualification resources; efficient political organizations able
to express and defend their interests. For example, Eric Olin Wright, reinterpreting the role of the middle class, comes to the rejection of the classical Marxist thesis that proletariat is the major class in capitalist society,
which is opposing capitalists, and socialism is the only potential future
for capitalism [Wright, 1994: ð. 153]. New analysis shows that there are
other class forces in the framework of capitalism, being potentially the
“bearers” of the historical alternative to capitalism. It does not mean that
government bureaucrats, managers and experts will inevitably become
the potential ruling class of modern capitalism, but evidences for the fact
that the process of class formation and struggle is much more complicated than it was admitted by traditional Marxist theory. Thus, the identification of social classes being real subjects of class conflict and social
changes in the period under study is an urgent problem.

Tasks and Empirical Basis of the Study
The author saw the aim of research, which results are presented in
the paper, in testing two hypotheses. For one thing, it is assumed the
gradual formation of “classes-for-themselves” in Ukraine, i.e. the classes which consist of social groups possessing class consciousness and
being ready for the struggle in defense of their interests. The other hypothesis goes that the working class is not an absolute leader of this process. To check these hypotheses it is necessary to make empirical analysis: firstly, of the level and character of strike activity in different groups
of employees, as well as the causes of its dynamics; and secondly, of the
extent to which representatives of social classes participate in trade unions and political parties. It seems efficient to study these aspects both
in temporal perspective (for the last 20 years) and in comparative one (in
comparison with post-socialist and developed Western countries).
A wide range of data was involved as an empirical basis for realizing
the formulated tasks: 1) databases of Derzhkomstat (The State Statistics Committee) of Ukraine and International Labor Organization from
28
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1989 to 2009; 2) in-depth interviews given to the author by representatives of the middle and working classes in 2002–2010 (120 interviews);
3) data of monitoring held by the Institute of Sociology of the NAS of
Ukraine (1994–2010); 4) two international projects: European Social
Survey — ESS of 2008 and the International Social Survey Program —
ISSP of 20091.

The History and Current State of the Labor Movement
Definition of the labor movement. Among different kinds of movements the labor movement is directed to the defense of working places,
settlement of conflicts between employers and employees, as well as to
transformation of the existing system of distribution of the economic
power and resources. The labor movement starts usually from informal
groups of interests leading then to formation of political parties and
other institutionalized groups. It is historically established that in Ukrainian sociology this term means the movement of workers (first of all,
industrial workers at big enterprises) while in Western sociology the context of its usage is much broader — the term “labor movement” would be
rather translated into Ukrainian as “trudovyi rukh” (labor movement)
than “robitnychyi rukh” (working-class movement). The term is used in
the paper just in this broader meaning.
The following factors are usually considered in the framework of
problematics of the labor movements: 1) the level and character of
mobilizational (mainly strike) activity and the factors influencing its dynamics; 2) subjects of this movement (trade unions, political parties,
strike committees), and 3) efficiency of their activity and level of confidence to them on the part of employees. Let us analyze the state of labor
movement in Ukraine during 20 years of its independence in correspondence with the above themes.
The history of labor movement legitimization. It is generally
known that in the second half of the 20th century the working class in the
USSR, in contrast to Western countries, practically had no experience in
collective defense of its rights. Although there were serious grounds for
1

The objective class positions in international projects were identified due to the class typology
by John Goldthorpe. To construct EGP-classes in ESS the author has used the syntax by Harry
Ganzeboom of the year 2001, constructing 11 class categories. They were grouped into five enlarged classes: service class (I and II), intermediate class (III and V), petty bourgeoisie (IVa, IVb
and IVc), skilled workers (VI) and unskilled ones (VII a and VII b).
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labor conflicts (low wages, bad labor conditions, deficit of material values), the collective actions of employees were extremely rare. The history
of alternative trade unions and labor movement in the 1950–1980s,
which was poor in events, is expounded in a number of sources [Zabastovki (Strikes), 1975; Rabochee dvizheniye (Labor movement), 1995;
Borisov, 2001; Rusnachenko, 2000; Narysy istorii (History Essays),
2002, p. 562–567]. Cases of strikes and self-organizing into independent trade unions were ignored as a rule in Soviet mass media or interpreted as diversions and marginal actions directed to the detriment of
the Soviet state. Liudmila Alekseyeva, resting on archives of dissidents
and “samizdat”, has collected real data about 76 strikes in post-Stalin
decades (the most resonant ones are cruelly suppressed workers’ strikes
in Novocherkassk in 1962 and waves of strikes in 1976–1978) [Alekseyeva, 1983]. Having described their motifs, results and initiators, the
researcher stated that these strikes were mainly a manifestation of
“spontaneous indignation of people in despair”, a riot caused rather by
the unbearable living conditions or unjust actions of authorities than by
far-reaching plans of social reconstruction. Trade unions were the only
legitimate mechanism for protection of rights and interests of employees
in the Soviet time, though their independence and efficiency in realizing
this task are disputed by numerous researchers. Experts insist that the
leading function of trade unions was rather economic-administrative
and educational than defensive [Narysy istorii (History Essays), 2002:
p. 530; Kabalina, 1998].
In the late Soviet period there was no legal basis for direct mobilization of the collective action. If in the 1920s the strikes of workers were
rather legal practices, from the end of the 1930s it was declared that
there were no objective reasons for class and labor conflicts in the Soviet
society. The Constitution of Ukraine of 1978 had not included the article
guaranteeing its citizens the right for strikes. Only in the early 1990s a
number of amendments to the Constitution were introduced under the
pressure of mass spontaneous rebellions and on the initiative of their
leaders. It was proclaimed that “with the purpose to strengthen and develop the constitutional system the citizens of Ukraine were given with
guarantee of the freedom of speech, press, gatherings and meetings,
street marches and demonstrations” (Article 48) and “the right to unite
in political parties, other civil organizations, and to participate in movements contributing to satisfaction of their legal interests” (Article 49).
Nowadays, the right of the working citizens to strike is secured by law
in Ukraine as it is in most of developed Western countries. The Constitu30
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tion of Ukraine, approved in 1996, guarantees the right to strike for the
protection of economic and social interests of the working people (Article
44). The procedure of resolution for strike is established by the Law of
Ukraine On the Procedure of Settlement of Collective Labor Disputes (Conflicts) in 1998. According to the Article 17 of the Law a strike is treated as
a temporary collective ceasing of work by employees of the enterprise or
establishment with the aim to resolve the collective labor conflict. According to this law, the strike may be started if reconciliation procedures
have not led to resolving of the collective labor conflict or if the owner or
his representative evade the reconciliation procedures or do not execute
the agreement achieved in the course of settling the collective labor
dispute.
The dynamics of the labor movement level. Let us consider the
panorama of strike activity in independent Ukraine on the basis of the
data of official statistics. Table 1 and Figure 1 present the dynamics of
the number of strikes and their participants from 1989 tî 2010. It is evident that during two decades the strike movement was rather irregular:
in the 1990s it was of wave-like character (there are rises in the number
of strikes and their participants in 1991, 1994, 1997) whereas in the
2000s one can observe almost complete fading. The boundary of decades
(as a turning-point of the tendency) falls on the year 2000.

293,1
130,9 175,9

181,6

260,4
126,3

171,4
57,6

116,4 98,7

42

20,6 6,8

9,3

5,4

1

0,6

2,3

0,9

0,4

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

Number of enterprises and establishments where strikes took place
Total number of employees involved in strikes, thousand person
Fig. 1. The dynamics of strike movement in Ukraine in 1989–2008, %
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Table 1

Strike Movement in Ukraine, 1989–2010

Years

Number of enter- Total number of
Number of strike The average
prises and esemployees inparticipants per number of days
tablishments
volved in
an enterprise, not worked per
where strikes
strikes, thouperson
employee
took place
sand person

1989

222

293.1

1320

–

1990

260

130.9

503

–

1991

239

175.9

736

12

1992

2239

181.6

81

1993

462

260.4

564

10

1994

1638

126.3

77

3

–

1995

247

57.6

233

4

1996

1269

171.4

135

13

1997

1162

116.4

100

11

1998

687

98.7

144

13

1999

290

42.0

145

11

2000

73

20.6

282

14

2001

31

6.8

219

5

2002

97

9.3

96

2

2003

15

5.4

360

10

2004

4

1.0

249

8

2005

4

0.6

150

–

2006

13

2.3

177

–

2007

5

0.9

180

–

2008

1

0.4

400

–

2009

4

0.3

75

–

2010

3

0.8

267

–

*Source: [http://laborsta.ilo.org/STP/guest].

Certainly, the level of strike activity in the 1990s was impressive. Supported by mass media, it was evaluated as exceptionally high, especially
compared to the So viet reali ties, when work ers had min i mum
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mobilizational experience. But if we consider these data in a longer historical perspective, we can see that, even in the period of the labor movement splashes in Russia and Ukraine in the middle of 1990s, its intensity was incomparable with the period of social revolutions in the early
20th century (see Table 2). Thus, ratio of the number of strikers to the total number of industrial workers in the Russian Empire in 1912-1913
(when the fixed level of strike activity was by no means the highest) was
an order of magnitude greater than in Ukraine and Russia in 1996 and
1997, which were the years of the strike movement peaks. If in the early
20th century the number of strike participants were from one third to a
half of all workers employed in industry, at the end of the century it was
only 1.2–2.5% [Voyeykov, 2004]. This is highly demonstrative difference
confirming the thesis on the weakness of the labor/strike movement in
post-Soviet Ukraine and Russia.
Table 2

The Ratio of the Number of Strike Participants in Industry to the
Total Number of Employed in this Type of Economic Activity
Number of participants

*

The Russian
Empire

Russian
Federation

Ukraine

1912

1913

1996

1997

1996

1997

Number of persons employed in industry,
thousand persons

2163

2438

16366

14905

4642

4273

Total number of strike
participants in industry,
thousand persons

725.4

1272

365.6

184.3

114.3

63.2

The ratio of the number
of strike participants to
the total number of employed in industry, %

33.7

52.2

2.2

1.2

2.5

1.5

Source: [Voieikov, 2004: p. 29]; Statystychnyi shchorichnyk Ukrainy za 1997 rik (Statistical
Annual of Ukraine for 1997). — K., 1998. — P. 383.

The strike movement dynamics in Ukraine against the background
of various countries can be estimated on the basis of the data accessible
at the ILO site concerning the number of strikes since 1971 (see Table 3).
The countries with traditionally low level of strikes are Norway, Sweden,
Portugal, USA, Canada, and those with traditionally high level are France, Italy, Japan. It is evident that the strike movement level is wave-like in
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all countries — there are ups and downs, but in the 40-year perspective a
gradual decrease in the number of strikes is distinctly fixed in Western
countries with high economic development. A peak of labor protests fell
on the 1970s, and since the 1990s their obvious fading can be observed.
The corresponding data on post-socialist countries are presented at the
ILO site since 1989. Only Russia and Ukraine have a rich “post-perestroika” history among the republics of the former USSR, as well as Poland — among the countries of the former CMEA. It is evident that the
peak, which was passed by Western countries in the 1970s, fell on the
1990s in post-Soviet countries. In the 2000s the protest splashes were
observed only in Poland and Russia (the latter was a leader in the number of strikes: 17,000 in 1997).
So, the dynamics of strike movement in Ukraine is of a significantly
descending character, up to almost complete fading in the 2000s. The
author would like to propose her own explanation of the causes of employees’ demobilization. In this connection, seven causes may be pointed out.
The first cause, which is the most evident, is the change of economic conjuncture in the 2000s, removal of acute economic problems,
which stimulated strikes in the 1990s (see Table 4). Thus, the scope of
the involuntary part-time employment (people worked on the part-time
working scheme or were on administrative holidays) reached 25–40% in
the mid-1990s and decreased to 6–15% in the 2000s. The unemployment
rate was 12% in the 1990s and then decreased to 8% (the average unemployment rate in Western countries). The wage arrears decreased 4–10
times for that period. There was a gradual (though slow) increase in the
level of nominal and real wages. Moreover, the analyzed period includes
the stages from the total deficit of the products and commodities in the
1990s to commodity abundance and relative welfare in the 2000s. The
data in Table 5 demonstrate a considerable growth of availability of selected durable goods in households (car, refrigerator, washing machine,
TV set, computer, mobile phone). The positive dynamics of these material comforts was ensured both by the increase of real incomes and by
mass consumer crediting after 2000 (its amount has grown 10 times).
All this created the impression of the growing material welfare in a lot of
people that was confirmed by the increase of self-assessment of material
status. Certainly, the improvement of the economic conjuncture has
weakened the protest attitudes and actions. Western sociologists confirm: the better are the people live, the weaker are their protest dispositions.
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Table 4

The Dynamics of Factors Influencing the Strike Activity in Ukraine
(1991–2010)

Real wage to
the previous
year, %

1991

239

–

0.03

–

–

–

–

–

–

1992

2239

–

0.3

–

–

–

–

–

–

1993

485

–

0.3

–

–

–

–

v

–

1994

1638

–

0.4

21.2

6.4

–

–

–

–

1995

247

5.6

0.4

17.7

5.6

–

73

514.2

110.6

1996

1269

7.6

0.5

–

–

–

126

171.4

96.6

1997

1162

8.9

2.7

21.9

16.1

4189

143

113.7

96.6

1998

687

11.3

4.3

22.4

17.5

5166

154

107.2

96.2

1999

290

11.9

5.5

22.0

17.6

6519

178

115.7

91.1

2000

76

11.6

4.8

16.1

13.3

6401

230

129.6

99.1

2001

31

10.9

3.6

7.2

13.3

4928

311

135.2

119.2

2002

97

9.6

3.7

5.1

12.4

2657

376

121.0

118.2

2003

15

9.1

3.5

3.2

11.3

2548

462

122.8

115.2

2004

4

8.6

3.5

2.0

8.8

2232

590

127.5

123.8

2005

4

7.2

3.1

1.8

7.4

1111

806

136.7

120.3

2006

13

6.8

2.7

1.2

5.4

960

1042

129.2

118.3

2007

5

6.4

2.3

1.1

4.4

806

1351

129.7

112.5

2008

1

6.4

3.0

1.6

10.6

669

1806

133.7

106.3

2009

4

8.8

1.9

2.6

19.4

1189

1906

105.5

90.8

2010

3

8.1

2.0

3.4

13.6

1474

2239

120.0

110.2

Years

According to
the ILO methodology, %

Nominal wage
to the previous
year, %

Wage
Nominal wage,
UAH

Unemployed

Wage arrears,
mln UAH

D

On the
part-time working scheme, %

C
Involuntary
part-time unemployment
On administrative holidays, %

B

Officially registered, %

Number of enterprises
and establishments
where strikes took place

A

Sources: Statystychnyi shchorichnyk Ukrainy za 2010 rik (Statistical Annual of Ukraine for
2010). — K., 2011. — P. 397; Pratsia Ukrainy u 2010 (Labor in Ukraine, 2010). — K., 2010.
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Table 5

Computers

Microwaves

Mobile phones

Self-assessment of the material
standard of living , the average
score on a 10-point scale**

22

1

1

–

2.7

4

25

3

3

–

3.5

17

8

30

6

5

15

3.7

96

21

13

35

12

14

81

3.6

84

107

21

17

38

22

29

149

3.8

85

110

41

13

26

25

33

167

3.6

Music centers

–

Video recorders

–

Color TV sets

–

Washing machines

–

Refrigerators or freezers

–

Years

Cars

Photo cameras

The Dynamics of Availability of Selected Durable Goods
in Households in Ukraine (1985–2010),
Average per 100 Households*

1985

14

88

65

–

–

–

2000

17

94

74

69

13

3

2002

16

94

74

74

14

2004

16

96

74

83

2006

17

100

78

2008

20

108

2010

21

109

Sources: *Statystychnyi shchorichnyk Ukrainy za 2010 rik (Statistical Annual of Ukraine for
2010). — K., 2011. — P. 417.
**

The monitoring data of the Institute of Sociology, NAS of Ukraine

Now, let us go on to the next point — less evident and less empirically
testable explanations of the decrease of labor protests.
The second cause is seen in legal settlement of the rules of strike
performance. In 1998 the Law of Ukraine On the Procedure of Settlement
of Collective Labor Disputes (Conflicts), which regulated a strike as a form
of settlement of labor conflicts by law1, simultaneously made the strike
start procedure so complicated that it became less popular among em1

It was lawfully registered in Russia in a new Labor Code of 2002, such a document in Ukraine
has not been adopted yet.
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ployees. Nowadays, by experts’ estimate, the procedure of starting the legal strike provides no less than 40 days.
The third cause of weakening the labor protests is in institutionalization of the model of social dialogue in Ukraine. This conception (aimed at providing the balance of interests of employees, employers and state) was elaborated instead of the conception of class struggle and has proved its efficiency in many countries with well-developed
economy since the 1960s. The model of social dialogue was also implemented by International Labor Organization in the post-Soviet countries: National Mediation and Reconciliation Service was created in
Ukraine in 1998; Trilateral Commission on Adjustment of Social and
Labor Relations was founded in Russia as early as in 1991. It has been
declared that since that time most disputable questions between employees and employers at national, regional and territorial levels shall
be settled in the framework of constructive negotiations (with mediation of trade unions, representatives of the employer and authorities),
which permit evading the strike. If statistics data on collective labor
disputes are to be trusted, most recorded disputes were settled with the
aid of the National Mediation and Reconciliation Service, and none of
them — as a result of strike. But the experts’ estimates of realizing the
model of social dialogue in post-Soviet countries are ambiguous. Further investigations are required to understand what does the absence
of strikes mean. Is it a reflection of the fact that the settlement of labor
disputes in the 2000s is really successful when proceeding in institutionally organized forms preventing the strike as the extreme measure?
Or, maybe, it is a sign of the triumph of the policy carried out by employers and state in order to impose the advantageous to them principles of
labor disputes settlement, which strengthen bureaucratic restrictions
on direct mobilization of employees, forcing them to dialogue and consent1.
The fourth cause of a decrease in the number of strikes is in the dynamics of collective organization of opposite classes — employees
and employers.
1

By the way, a Russian economist Evgeniy Yasin in his report at a plenary meeting of the 13th International Scientific Conference on problems of the development of economy and society (3–5
April 2012, Moscow) called the state-employers-employees triangle a “triangle of distrust”: power
does not trust business, business does not trust power, employees trust neither power nor business, etc.
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In the 1990s trade unions in Ukraine and Russia went through the
crisis and tried to get out of it. They changed their structure, having separated into traditional and alternative; searched for new ideology, acquired the experience of the wrangle with employers about better conditions of selling the labor force, learned to constructively settle the labor
conflicts; and tried to turn into really independent structures of Western
type. Gains and failures of trade unions on this path are a particular
theme. Let us discuss now only the problem of their membership. It is
difficult to evaluate this index now, since information from administrative sources and data of the sample surveys are rather different. In accordance with official data of the Federation of Trade Unions of Ukraine, the
number of its members in 2009 was 59% of all employees. Being guided
by the data of the international project ESS (and some other projects),
one can estimate the share of trade union members in Ukraine as
20–22% of employed population, in Russia — 16–18% (see Table 6). Figure 2 shows that such level of trade union membership is an average one
in most of European countries (17.8%).
67,6 68,3

53,3

33,4
27,1 27,1 28,9

11,9

18,9 19,1 19,8 20,2
16,8 18,2 18,3
14,3 15,5 15,6

*

Sweden

Denmark

Norway

Italy

Austria

Canada

Great Britain

Czech Republic

Ukraine

Germany

Netherlands

Switzerland

Japan

Hungary

Poland

Russia

Spain

USA

France

7,7

Sources: The OECD data: http://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DatasetCode=U_D_D. The data
for Ukraine and Russian Federation are taken from the European Social Survey
Fig. 2. Trade union membership in Ukraine, Russia and in some OECD countries in
2008, %
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Table 6

Trade Union Membership in Ukraine and in Some OECD Countries in
1960–2008, %*
Country
Ukraine
Russia
OECD
countries
including:

Years
1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2008
44.3 74.1 80.4 90.5 97.8 98.8 97.5 50.2 30.4 22.4 19.8
–

–

–

90.2 98.0 98.8 98.5 60.3 29.9 17.9 15.5

33.6 32.4 33.3 34.0 32.8 28.2 26.0 23.9 20.4 18.7 17.8

Poland

–

–

–

–

–

–

54.8 45.2 24.2 18.3 15.6

Hungary

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

49.1 21.7 17.5 16.8

Czech
Republic

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

46.3 29.5 21.5 20.2

Austria

67.9 66.2 62.8 59.0 56.7 51.6 46.9 41.1 36.6 33.6 28.9

Germany

34.7 32.9 32.0 34.6 34.9 37.7 31.2 29.2 24.6 21.6 19.1

France

19.6 19.5 21.7 22.2 18.3 13.6 10.3

Italy

24.7 25.5 37.0 48.0 49.6 42.5 38.8 38.1 34.8 33.6 33.4

Spain

–

–

–

–

–

8.9

8.1

7.8

7.7

10.2 12.5 16.3 16.7 15.0 14.3

Switzerland

36.1 32.8 28.9 32.3 27.7 24.9 22.7 22.9 20.8 19.4 18.3

Netherlands

40.0 37.4 36.2 37.8 34.8 28.0 24.3 25.6 22.9 21.0 18.9

Norway

60.0 59.0 56.8 52.8 58.3 57.5 58.5 57.3 54.4 54.9 53.3

Sweden

72.1 66.3 67.7 74.5 78.0 81.3 80.0 83.1 79.1 86.5 68.3

Denmark

56.9 58.2 60.3 68.9 78.6 78.2 75.3 77.0 74.2 71.7 67.6

Great
Britain

38.9 38.7 43.0 42.1 49.7 44.3 38.7 33.1 30.2 28.4 27.1

Canada

29.2 26.7 31.0 34.3 34.0 35.3 34.0 33.7 28.3 27.7 27.1

USA

30.9 28.2 27.4 25.3 22.1 17.4 15.5 14.3 12.8 12.0 11.9

Japan

32.3 35.3 35.1 34.5 31.1 28.8 25.4 24.0 21.5 18.8 18.2

*

40

Sources: Data of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD):
http://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DatasetCode=U_D_D. The data for Ukraine and Russian
Federation in 2005 and 2008 are taken from the ESS project
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The dynamics of membership in trade unions since 1960 is shown in
Table 6. This index has decreased 1.5–2 times during the last fifty years
in most European countries; for example, France, USA, Japan, Germany, Switzerland, Great Britain, Netherlands, and Austria. Some researchers connect the causes of this descent first of all with the change
in structure of labor relations under the conditions of “new economy” (an
increase in the share of people employed on part-time working scheme,
by temporary contracts, etc., not embraced as a rule by trade unions).
But other researchers believe that despite the global changes in the
sphere of labor, the trade union positions in a number of countries —
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Canada, Italy — preserved the status quo or
even strengthened; that is, probably, connected with efficiency of their
real participation in defense of interests of employees consolidated by
them [Sobolev, 2009; Olson, 2004].
In the Soviet period membership in trade unions in Ukraine and Russia continuously increased; by the beginning of the 1990s it had reached
99.5% of all employed that was incredible for Western countries. But
then, the number of trade union members dropped by more than a half
against the background of drastic socio-economic transformations; the
same tendency was observed in Poland, Hungary, Czech Republic. The
historians of trade union movement point out the following causes of
this process: closing of numerous big enterprises, the expansion of various kinds of informal employment (22% of Ukrainians were employed in
2009 in the informal sector); increase in the number of private sector enterprises where the emergence of trade union organizations was not welcomed; disappointment in activities of traditional trade unions that
proved really unable to defend economic and labor interests of their
members; division of numerous trade unions in the process of strike
movement (for example, those of miners, metallurgists and railroaders)
into traditional and independent ones. The trend of decrease in the number of trade unions in Western and post-Soviet countries is the same,
but its reasons are different.
Trade unions in Ukraine have a rich history while the employers’ organizations began to emerge only in the 1990s and included mainly directors
of large state-owned enterprises at that time. Since the 2000s a considerable growth of associations of large employers (being also the private owners) has been observed; in 2012 the Federation of Employers of Ukraine
announces that it unites 70% of employers. This trend also exists in Western countries: the class of employers is united better than that of employees. Trade unions unite on average 18% of employees while employers’ orUkrainian Sociological Review, 2010–2011
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ganizations unite 60% of them; organizations of small and medium businessmen estimate their membership level as 7–10 %.
Political parties are another tools to defend class interests. According
to the data of monitoring of the Institute of Sociology of the NAS of
Ukraine, the level of membership in political parties in Ukraine has
considerably increased from 0.6% in 1994 to 3.5% in 2010. It may be estimated as low beside the Soviet past (when 11.3% of employed people of
Ukraine were members of the CPSU), and at the same time as an average
European (according to the data of the International Project ESS 2008
the membership in any political party in post-socialist and capitalist
countries does not exceed 4%, which is shown in Figure 3). Thus, the levels of membership in the party and trade union organizations in postSoviet and Western countries are comparable; the tendencies to decrease of their influence on social processes are also similar.
12

11,3

10

8

6
4,1
4

3,6

3,5

3,3

2
0,6
0

Ukrainian SSR
(1985)

Ukraine
(1990)

Ukraine
(2008)

Russia
(2008)

Post-socialist
countries
(2008)

Capitalist
countries
(2008)

Fig. 3. The level of membership in political parties

The fifth cause consists in changes in the sphere of labor. As a result, there is a narrowing of space for traditional forms of collective protest actions and, simultaneously, growth of individualized forms of social defense. The industrial changes stand among the most essential
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ones. Such is the tendency that employment in Ukraine in 1990–2010
decreases in the types of economic activity where people work in large
collectives (2 times in industry, 1.5 times in construction, and 5 times in
agriculture); and it increases in the types of economic activity where
small enterprises and self-employment prevail (almost 5 times in wholesale and retail trade, 2 times in the sphere of hotels and restaurants, and
in financial activity) where character of work is more individualized, and
thus requires the labor flexibility, outsourcing, regulation of work on the
basis of temporary or individual contracts. The fact of the employment
shift from public sector to private one also exerts influence (the ratio of
employed in public and private sector has changed from 9:1 in 1994 to
1:1.2 in 2010); since trade unions are not welcomed at private enterprises, individual contracts have become more distributed. The level of
informal employment is rather high; it reached 23% in 2010 in Ukraine.
Having no official labor contracts, these employees are deprived of the
opportunity to openly defend their interests. The class whose formation
of all these changes of labor relations lead to is not proletariat, but rather
precariat — a class of employees, included in unstable, informal, pliable
labor relations. It is of note that these relations do not provide the constant area for class unification and mobilization. Michael Burawoy,
when meditating on production conditions in the present-day world,
states that hegemony is functioning now in reverse direction: it is not
capital that make compromises to labor, but labor yields to capital for
not to lose the working places. Economic compulsion of workers to cooperation and consent leads to fading of strikes and to decrease of numerical strength of the trade unions [Burawoy, 2009: p. 37]. This is the researcher’s answer to the question why a strike is rarely used as a means
for settling the labor conflict: now people are rather afraid of social exclusion, of the loss of their job than of exploitation.
The sixth cause of demobilization is diversification of social defense. In the 1990s strike and appeal to trade unions were the most popular and efficient measures for settling the labor conflict. Since the
2000s there has been a tendency to diversity of forms and subjects defending the interests of working people that took part in regulating conditions of employment and labor payment. These functions are more and
more efficiently performed by such institutions (which win confidence of
employees) as courts, state control authorities, system of individual contracts. This process is called the “diversification of social defense”
[Sobolev, p. 169]. The fact that trade unions are not a universal mechanism of social defense is the world tendency. At the same time, the appeal
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to court becomes a rather widely used channel of social defense. Though
the detailed court statistics concerning labor problems is inaccessible
for me, I should cite the data of the State Statistics Committee of Ukraine
about the number of cases considered by the court of first instance
about reinstatement of employment, payment of wages, payment of
damages caused by employees to a state-owned enterprise or an establishment (see Table 7). The labor disputes connected with remuneration
of labor are the most numerous nowadays. It is evident that the splash of
the statements of claims concerning the payment of wages in the 2000s
was associated with legal strengthening of administrative responsibility
of the enterprise managers.
Table 7

The Dynamics of the Number of Cases (Applications) Considered by
Courts of First Instance in Civil Proceedings, Thousand*

3.6

2.0

Payment of
wages

0.8

0.4

1.1

0.7

0.9

0.7 237.6 232.3 56.0 53.5 18.7 12.3

Payment of
damages
caused by
employees
to a state- 19.9 17.5
owned enterprise or
an establishment

9.8

8.4

1.8

1.7

*

1.6

Satisfied claims

1.8

1.8

Considered cases

3.8

3.1

Satisfied claims

1.3

5.5

Considered cases

3.4

Satisfied claims

Reinstatement of
employment

Application
type

Considered cases

Satisfied claims

2010

Considered cases

2005

Satisfied claims

2000

Considered cases

1995

Satisfied claims

1990

Considered cases

1985

3.8

2.2

4.4

1.8

0.7

0.6

0.7

0.4

Sources: Statystychnyi shchorichnyk Ukrainy za 2001 rik (Statistical Annual of Ukraine for
2001). — K., 2002. — P. 521; Statystychnyi shchorichnyk Ukrainy za 2010 rik (Statistical Annual of Ukraine for 2010). — K., 2011. — P. 503.

The seventh cause is a change of the methods of strikes fixation.
In the 1990s the official statistics keeps records of all strikes. But from
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2000 they stopped keeping records of the strikes performed without observing procedures ordered by Law (“illegal” strikes) and of nonstandard
forms of the strike (delay work by strictly observing rules, pickets); that
is why the official data are considered as underestimated. In the recent
years there appeared organizations keeping the alternative records of labor protests [Protesty (The Protests), 2011; Biziukov]. Nevertheless, in
the author’s opinion, it makes inconsiderable difference in our knowledge of the general picture as to fading of strike activity and trends of
changes.
Thus, the following factors responsible for decrease in the number of
strikes in post-Soviet Ukraine and Russia in the 2000s can be pointed
out: improvement of economic conjuncture; legal regulation of the rules
of strike conducting, which resulted in the complication of starting procedure of a strike; institutionalization of the model of social partnership;
changes in the sphere of labor determining the narrowing of the space
for collective protest actions and class solidarity and, at the same time,
the expansion of the zone of individualized forms of social defense; intensification of collective organization of opposite classes — trade unions and organizations of employers; change of the methods of fixation of
strike activity when official statistic does not keep records of strikes performed without observing the prescribed procedures.
Besides, the character of protest movement has changed: from exclusively economic forms of struggle to more mature forms of political fight.
When analyzing the character of suggested slogans, the researchers of
labor movement state that during the strikes in Ukraine and Russia all
professional groups of employees mainly came out with the slogans of
economic content: guaranteeing employment, raising the wages and
their prompt payment, payment of debts, improvement of living conditions, removal of deficit of main foodstuffs [Pankova, 2006; Maksimov,
2008]. As was shown above, the fading of strike movement at the end of
the 1990s was directly associated with regulating the wage payment and
problems of forced incomplete employment in that period, reanimation
of production, overcoming of a shortage of goods and services. In the
early 20th century most strikes and labor movement as a whole were distinguished by politicization [Sobolev, 2009: p. 168] while during recent
decades both the workers and people of the middle class rarely raised
claims connected, for example, with the slogans of return to socialism,
struggle against exploitation and with increasing social and economic
polarization of the society, and did not suggest (through their parties and
public associations) any social alternatives. Apropos, at the peak of proUkrainian Sociological Review, 2010–2011
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tests the workers put forward (often being incited by interested persons
that wanted to use the workers’ actions for their own purposes) political
and macroeconomic slogans, e.g., the demands of the change of government, dismounting of the command economy, independence of enterprises, right to be in charge of a certain share of the export receipts,
abandonment of the Article 6 of the Constitution giving the CPSU a monopoly of power, free elections to all official posts, right to create independent trade unions and parties, acknowledgement of strike committees [Rusnachenko, 1995; Pankova, 2006; Maksimov, 2008; Burawoy,
2009: p. 53]. As to employees of economically developed countries, they
protest actively in the recent decades against the attempts to raise the
pension age, to decrease the number of holidays, to reduce the number
of employed because of production transfer to the Third World countries,
demanded to raise wages. At the same time they are distinguished by
satisfaction, as a whole, with achieved life standards and labor conditions, and this deprives them of the striving for the change of social relations. This struggle proceeds just in the framework of the existing system without any intentions to its reconstruction. Sociologists state that
the class struggle has turned into the struggle for the increase of the welfare level in exchange for the class peace.
Answering the second research question about the leaders of protest
movement, I will say: there is no evident leader! The hypothesis is confirmed that the working class, which was the first to gain the mobilizational experience in settling labor conflicts in the late 1980s — early
1990s, was not the exclusive leader of the protest movement during recent twenty years. The research results prove that all empirically accessible social classes (the middle and working classes, petty bourgeoisie)
gained similar experience of the labor protests1. The dynamics of the
number of strikes by types of economic activity is reflected in Table 8. It is
evident that the white-collar spheres (education, health care) were leaders in this movement while in the blue-collar sphere (industry, construction, and transport) the number of strikes was less than in former
sphere. As to strike participants, their number in industry equaled the
total number of participants in other types of economic activity. Thus,
the working class is on parity with the middle class in this respect.
1

In such cases, it is quite logical and justified to understand the term “labor movement” as the
movement of workers and different groups of employees, including petty bourgeoisie, in defense
of their rights in Ukraine. However, the term “labor movement” itself is rarely used in recent time
publications, the notion “labor protests” is becoming more popular now.
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There can be enumerated arguments in favor of the conclusion that
all classes had similar (or those which did not differ in principle) causes
for protests. The working class has twice decreased in number for the
years of Ukraine’s independence, but the middle class also had no positive significant tendencies in strengthening its positions in the structure
of employment [Simonchuk, 2005]. Qualitative structure of working
class (like that of the middle classes) became extremely heterogeneous:
there appeared the sectors of permanent employment and those of contract workers, employees of state and privately owned enterprises, those
of full-time and part-time employment, official and unofficial employment, etc. [Simonchuk, 2006]. The composition of the types of economic
activity has also changed: the share of industrial workers has decreased
twice, that of agricultural workers has decreased fivefold, while the
share of employees in the sphere of trade has increased twofold. The conclusion of Western sociologists that the less homogeneous is the working
class the less is the probability of common consciousness and common
action of workers is completely confirmed. As to their material welfare
workers almost do not differ from representatives of the middle class
(though they are inferior to petty bourgeoisie) both objectively and by
self-assessments of material status (see Table 9). The profiles of a country-house, car, new furniture, TV set, refrigerator availability at a family’s disposal are similar, and similarly change in the course of time. The
average wage level and average monthly income per member of household are also similar in the classes under comparison, and similarity is
preserved in the dynamics as to all these indices. The same is true in respect of this material status comprehension as straitened circumstances and negative evaluation of changes in the material status in the
period of 1994–2008. During 15 years, according to the so-called “elevator effect” by Ulrich Beck, all the indices of economic profile are improved
proportionally in all classes. The same tendency is observed in respect of
the problems of employment security and unemployment, as well as difficulties with getting job: they have touched all classes to similar extent in
1994 and displayed in proportional improvement of the situation with
job in 2008. It is generally recognized that, in the end, the economic situation predetermines the class consciousness and behavior.
There are no also fundamental differences between socio-economic attitudes of workers and other classes; all of them are characterized by extremely high level of apprehension of income inequality, and are disposed rather critically to the state ability to ensure justice in remuneration of labor and redistribution of incomes [Simonchuk, 2010]. The level
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of integration into socio-political organizations is equally low among all
classes: in 2010, no more than 3% of all of them were members of a political party while the share of trade union membership was 20%. The level
of trust in them does not exceed 15%; this figure shows that neither
party nor trade union are now those organization forms, which would allow the workers and middle class to defend efficiently their political and
economic interests. It is obvious that the levels of public activity as a
whole and party activity in particular among representatives of different
classes do not coincide. There are considerably more party members
and socially active persons among representatives of the middle class
and petty bourgeoisie than among workers and unemployed. When analyzing the level of participation in trade unions among representatives of
different classes, we can see the following regularity in all countries under comparison; representatives of service class and intermediate class
are the trade union members much more often than workers while the
membership of petty bourgeoisie is minimal (see Table 10). It is most
probably associated with the fact that representatives of the middle
class (service and intermediate classes) are mainly employed in state
sector where employment relations are officially registered and trade unions preserve their traditional positions; at the same time, a great share
of workers are employed in private sector where informal employment is
widespread, where migration of staff is high and trade unions either are
not organized or even are prohibited by the employer at most enterprises
(especially small and medium-sized ones). There is rather a tendency to
individualization: employees are willing to settle their problems themselves (through making individual agreements, appealing to courts, carrying on negotiations with line managers) rather than through any forms
of collective unions.
Basing on my findings I can formulate a number of conclusions.
During two recent decades the following tendencies of labor movement
development are obvious in post-Soviet countries: a considerable decrease in the level of strikes and membership in trade unions, change
in the forms of settling labor conflicts from spontaneous to much more
institutionalized ones, diversification of social defense, narrowing of
space for collective actions in defense of class interests as a result of labor individualization, a decrease of importance of the traditional
strike, and, simultaneously, actualization of various alternative forms
of mobilization (from Italian strike of industrial workers to actions like
that of IT workers organized into the Anonymous protest community
through Internet). These tendencies are similar to those, which took
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place in developed capitalist countries but became apparent several
decades later. Similarity is also revealed by the fact that along with estimation of the present status of trade unions and labor movement as
weak social actors, we have to recognize that the mobilizational potential of the class of employers is gaining strength (increase in the share of
employers united in associations is one of the indicators of its strengthening). Post-Soviet countries are also copying the Western mechanisms of providing class consent (in a form of trilateral model of social
dialogue); however, for the present, the real forms of this model realization, in the opinion of experts, do not attain their object but rather demobilize employees in search of more efficient ways to settle labor conflicts, turning the latter into the latent ones. The highest level of protest
moods of different groups of employees and self-employed, as well as
the absence of strong class organizations and of obvious, real collective
actions in defense of their interests are the evidence of the fact that
class and labor conflicts find no efficient settlement in Ukraine. But it
is impossible to predict the distance from the latent protest intentions
to class mobilization and solidarity in the all-Ukrainian scale. Which
class will be in the vanguard of class protests? What positive program of
social changes will it suggest? Sociologists have to monitor these processes.
Table 10

Membership in Political Parties and Trade Unions for the Time of
Survey, by Social Class in Different Countries, % of Respondents
Answered “Yes”* to a Certain Question
Social class

Ukraine

Russia

Postsocialist
countries

Western
capitalist
countries

Are you a member of any political party?
Service class

4.4

5.5

5.7

4.4

Intermediate class

3.2

3.1

2.5

2.7

Petty bourgeoisie

7.1

6.7

2.6

4.7

Skilled workers

3.0

2.9

3.2

2.0

Unskilled workers

1.8

3.6

2.5

2.0

Sample as a whole

3.5

4.1

3.6

3.3

1599

2130

6263

23218

Number of respondents
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The end of table 10.
Are you a member of a trade union at the moment of interview?
Service class

30.3

23.5

14.8

20.4

Intermediate class

21.6

19.9

12.9

18.5

4.2

1.9

1.7

6.1

Skilled workers

13.0

12.2

8.0

14.4

Unskilled workers

13.6

9.5

6.1

14.2

Sample as a whole

19.8

15.5

9.3

16.5

Number of respondents

1593

2110

6231

Petty bourgeoisie

*

23227

The ESS data for Ukraine and Russia in the year 2008 were weighted by design. The data for
countries of Western and Eastern Europe were weighted by weight2=dweight*pweight.

Besides, the workers are not the vanguard of social changes and labor
movement in Ukraine of the early 21st century, as well as the middle class
(though the level and characteristics of their public activity is a bit
higher than that of the workers and petty bourgeoisie). Today, it is rather
parity in forces (resources and potential) of the workers and middle
class. It would be true to say about the adaptation resource of these
classes than about modernization one. Representatives of these classes
and their organizations have shown that they can defend their interests
and rights, but, in the author’s opinion, their experience of collective action has some shortcomings. Thus, the reason which gave rise to their
actions was rather the struggle for survival and right to work in its different aspects than demands of cardinal improvement of life quality, labor
conditions and remuneration. The actions of employees are mainly
aimed at settling a certain problem situation, rather than at systematic,
prolonged contesting of dominating power relations in Ukrainian society
for their (employees’) benefit. They are not disposed to class solidarity:
cases of support of neighboring plant strikers or those of another type of
economic activity are rare. All the above arguments give grounds to accept the conclusion of some researchers that the labor movement “does
not reach today the level of socio-political force able to influence the
course of great social transformations” [Voyeykov, 2004: p. 25]. The most
scrupulous answers to the questions about specificity of class consciousness and class behavior are required for making confident conclusions on formation of social classes in independent Ukraine.
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